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The most important feature distinguishing
reinforcement learning from other types of
learning is that it uses training
information that evaluates the actions
taken rather than instructs by giving
correct actions. This is what creates the
need for active exploration, for an
explicit search for good behavior.

Richard S. Sutton & Andrew G. Barto

The major reference of this lecture is [1].

1 The Problem Setting

Suppose that we are faced with a slot machine with K levers. After you select one of the K levers,
you receive a numerical reward from a stationary probability distribution that depends on the
lever you selected. If you are allowed to repeatedly select one of the levers, how to maximize the
expected total reward in the long run?

This is the so-called K-armed bandit problem. We introduce some notations as follows.

• A = {a1, a2, . . . , aK}: the set of available actions;

• At ∈ A: the selected action at time t;

• Rt ∈ R: the reward received at time t;

• q∗(ak) ∈ R: action value, i.e., the unknown expected reward by performing ak;

• πt(ak)→ [0, 1]: the probability of selecting actions at time t.

For notational convenience, let

• q∗ = (q∗(a1), . . . , q∗(aK))⊤;

• πt = (πt(a1), πt(a2), . . . , πt(aK))⊤;

• ∆n = {x ∈ Rn : xi ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
∑n

i=1 xi = 1}.

Cleary, we have πt ∈ ∆K , t = 1, 2, . . ..
We aim to maximize the expectation of the reward E[Rt]. In particular, by noting that

E[Rt] =

K∑
k=1

Pr(At = ak)E[Rt|At = ak] =

K∑
k=1

πt(ak)q∗(ak), (1)

we would like to solve the problem as follows

π∗ = argmax
πt∈∆K

E[Rt] = argmax
πt∈∆K

K∑
k=1

πt(ak)q∗(ak). (2)
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Clearly, if q∗ is given, we can easily find π∗ ∈ ∆K that solves (2). However, as aforementioned, the
expected reward by performing selected action q∗(·) is unknown.

Though we do not know the exact values of q∗, we can have reasonable estimates. Let Qt(a)
be the estimated value of q∗(a) at time step t. Then, at any time step, we can find at least one
action with the greatest estimated value. Therefore, we can these the greedy actions. Selecting
one of these greedy actions is equivalent to exploiting your current knowledge of the actions’
values q∗. However, your current knowledge Qt may not well approximates q∗, selecting one of the
nongreedy actions may be reasonable as well, and we say you are exploring, as this enables you
to improve your estimates of the action values. How to balance the exploitation and exploration
remains a challenge in RL related topics and applications.

2 Action-value Methods

One natural definition of the estimates Qt(a), a ∈ A is by averaging the rewards received up to the
current time step:

Qt(a) :=
sum of rewards when a taken prior to t

number of times a taken prior to t
=

∑t−1
i=1 Ri · 1Ai=a∑t−1

i=1 1Ai=a

,

where 1predicate denotes the indicator function that is 1 if predicate is true and 0 otherwise. We
can initialize Q0 as some default value, such as 0.

The greedy action selection method is simply to select

At = argmax
a

Qt(a). (3)

That is, we always exploit our current knowledge and never explore. A simple method to balance
exploitation and exploration is the so-called ϵ-greedy method. Specifically, we select the greedy
action according to (3) most of the time, but with small probability ϵ, we random select an action
from all the available actions.

Algorithm 1 A simple bandit algorithm

1: for a = 1, . . . ,K do
2: Q(a)← 0
3: N(a)← 0
4: end for
5: loop
6:

A←

{
argmaxaQ(a), with probability 1− ϵ

a random action, with probability ϵ

7: R←bandit(A)
8: N(A)← N(A) + 1
9: Q(A)← Q(A) + 1

N(A)(R−Q(A))
10: end loop

3 The Preference Function

Notice that, the problem in (2) is a constrained optimization problem, as πt ∈ ∆K . Transforming
a constrained optimization problem to an unconstrained one often leads to an easier problem.
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A commonly used approach for problem (2) is to introduce a set of preference functions Ht(ak),
k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, such that

πt(ak) =
eHt(ak)∑K
j=1 e

Ht(aj)
. (4)

The distribution in (4) is the so-called soft-max distribution, also known as the Gibbs or Boltzmann
distribution. Let Ht = (Ht(a1), Ht(a2), . . . ,Ht(aK))⊤. Plugging Eq. (4) into (2) leads to

max
πt∈∆K

E[Rt] = max
πt∈∆K

K∑
k=1

πt(ak)q∗(ak) = max
Ht∈RK

K∑
k=1

eHt(ak)∑K
j=1 e

Ht(aj)
q∗(ak). (5)

Question 1. Is problem (2) equivalent to (5)? In particular, for any π∗ ∈ ∆K—that is, the optimal
solution to problem (2)—can we find a H∗

t such that Eq. (4) holds for π∗ and H∗
t ? Moreover, is

this H∗
t unique?

4 The Gradient Bandit Algorithm

To solve the problem in (5), we can use the gradient ascent algorithm to update Ht, i.e.,

Ht+1(ak) = Ht(ak) + α
∂E[Rt]

∂Ht(ak)
= Ht(ak) + α

K∑
i=1

∂E[Rt]

∂πt(ai)

∂πt(ai)

∂Ht(ak)
. (6)

Simple calculations lead to

∂E[(Rt)]

∂πt(ai)
=q∗(ai), (7)

∂πt(ai)

∂Ht(ak)
=


−eHt(ai)eHt(ak)

(
∑K

j=1 e
Ht(aj))2

, if i ̸= k,

eHt(ak)(
∑K

j=1 e
Ht(aj))− eHt(ak)eHt(ak)

(
∑K

j=1 e
Ht(aj))2

, if i = k.

(8)

Indeed, we can simplify ∂πt(ai)/∂Ht(ak) in a unified form as follows.

∂πt(ai)

∂Ht(ak)
=
1i=ke

Ht(ai)(
∑K

j=1 e
Ht(aj))− eHt(ai)eHt(ak)

(
∑K

j=1 e
Ht(aj))2

= 1i=kπt(ai)− πt(ai)πt(ak) (9)

=πt(ai)(1i=k − πt(ak)). (10)

Question 2. The Jacobian matrix is

∂πt
∂Ht

=


πt(a1)(1− πt(a1)) −πt(a1)πt(a2) · · · −πt(a1)πt(aK)
−πt(a2)πt(a1) πt(a2)(1− πt(a2)) · · · −πt(a2)πt(aK)

...
...

. . .
...

−πt(aK)πt(a1) −πt(aK)πt(a2) · · · πt(aK)(1− πt(aK))

 .

What is the rank of the matrix ∂πt/∂Ht? What does this imply?
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Plugging Eq. (9) and Eq. (7) into Eq. (6) leads to

Ht+1(ak) =Ht(ak) + α

K∑
i=1

q∗(ai)πt(ai)(1i=k − πt(ak))

=Ht(ak) + αE[q∗(At)(1At=ak − πt(ak))]

=Ht(ak) + αE[(Rt − R̄t)(1At=ak − πt(ak))].

A stochastic version of the above update rule is

Ht+1(ak) =Ht(ak) + α(Rt − R̄t)(1At=ak − πt(ak)), k = 1, . . . ,K.
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